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Figure 1: George (left), Ralph (centre), and Lizzie (right) in their mutant form, on a rampage through Chicago.

ABSTRACT
Over the span of more than twenty years, Weta Digital has brought
numerous memorable digital characters to the screen. For the fea-
ture film Rampage, we leveraged those two decades of experience
and improved upon existing internal methods to bring to life con-
temporary versions ofmonsters inspired by the 1986Midway arcade
game. The destruction wrought by these creatures also prompted
the creation of a highly-detailed debris field in the middle of present
day Chicago, where the finale of the story takes place.
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1 GEORGE
The central relationship in this film lies between a primatologist
and a rare albino lowland gorilla called George. It was therefore
critical that George was completely believable as a flesh and blood
character on screen.

As another film in production at the time,War for the Planet of the
Apes, also featured an albino gorilla character and both films used
the same real albino gorilla as their inspiration, our first challenge
was to come up with a unique character for George in this film. We
created a hybrid face by incorporating features of another gorilla
that the filmmakers liked, as well as features of the actor who was
to play George.

In the story, George is affected by rapid genetic mutations and
grows to enormous size. To support this, we built four different
growth stages of the character beyond his base form, including
a baby and two different mutant variants. As George becomes
larger, the proportions of his limbs and head are altered, but most
notably, his physique becomes that of a bodybuilder, with very
pronounced musculature. We created our most detailed underlying
muscle model to date, which was simulated using Tissue, our finite
element method-based solver, to handle muscle firing and shearing
and wrinkles in the skin.

The motion that drove that creature rig was procured from dif-
ferent sources, depending on the state of George in the story. In
the beginning of the film when George is normal size, an on-set
performance capture process was used to allow the director to work
with the actors and hone the scene, just as in any live action film.
As mutations set in, this approach became impractical due to the
size differences between the actor and the gorilla he’s playing. For
these intermediate scenes, more traditional motion capture stage
work was employed, with the actor working within a scaled volume.
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The end of the film sourced most of the motion from traditional
keyframe animation techniques, with animators referencing the
actor’s performance, nature reference and even themselves acting
out performance beats. In all cases, a FACS-based facial solver and
animation rig were used to create a nuanced facial performance.

George’s hair was created with the latest version of our grooming
toolset, Wig. This gave our artists intuitive real-time control over
all aspects of the groom and was also used to place static debris
in the hair, such as leaves, dirt, or hay. The groom was simulated
for motion dynamics and wind using an elastic rod approach. In
addition to this, coupled simulations were run to handle moments
of dust and debris pouring off of George, with the hair affected by
streams of debris.

As George rampages through the film, he naturally acquires
damage both from engagement by the military and from destruction
he causes to architecture. Tracking this damage from shot to shot
through the film required dozens of combinations of groom and
texture variants.

Rendering for Weta’s work on the film was handled by our phys-
ically based, full spectrum, bi-directional pathtracer, Manuka. Cou-
pled with this was a suite of tools called PhysLight, which gave us
an end-to-end colour solution from acquisition to final output, more
accurately matching our rendered images to plate photography and
allowed artists to work in real world units when specifying camera
and light parameters.

Rampagemade use of our latest dual cylinder fiber shadingmodel,
which accounts for the more pronounced effect of the medulla in
animal hair fibers. As white hair doesn’t have the absorbingmelanin
content that normal hair does, rays are more affected by scattering,
and carries a higher cost in light transport calculation. To combat
this, we also further refined post-render denoising strategies for
this film.

2 LIZZIE
The filmmakers were happy with the creature design concept they
supplied, but given the proximity that many parts of Lizzie would
be seen from, we needed to fill in the small details. Things like the
tiny scales, the leathery quality of the frills, the grime in the teeth,
and a diseased looking tongue were explored and incorporated into
the creature by our art and lookdev teams.

Lizzie features multiple layers of frills, inspired by bat wings and
frilled lizards that collapse and fold flat on each other for swimming
and lumbering around the city. We needed the ability for animators
to flare them out as a threat display when she is in attack mode.
The dynamic behaviour of those frills was iterated on, refining
until the way they wobbled and stretched with her movement felt
appropriate for her massive size. She carries the same kind of tissue
setup as George, but with a good deal more fatty layer under the
jaw, which could sway and jiggle. Particular attention was paid to
how the skin bunched up around her legs where they met her body,
and to how the spines down her back interfaced with her skin. As
one of her many mutations, she has gills based on the gills of whale
sharks.

Though she is seen in brief moments earlier in the film in smaller
sizes, Lizzie really makes her entrance by surfacing in the Chicago

river at Wacker Drive. We created the river simulation using Hou-
dini’s FLIP solver accompanied by a custom whitewater solver and
incorporating variable viscosity to produce aeration and silt below
the surface. In the process of coming ashore, Lizzie takes out a
sightseeing boat filled with civilians fleeing the city. Numerous
mocap passes were combined to populate the boat’s upper decks,
with the animation handing off to a NaturalMotion Euphoria sim
for correct physics as the boat capsizes.

From an animation standpoint, early motion studies helped to
inform what felt large without becoming lethargic. One of the early
actions we needed to explore the mechanics of was how a crocodile
could climb a skyscraper. After a brief ascent, she plunges through
the middle of the building, which required the tower asset to be
highly detailed and constructed from the inside out. We had to
ensure that Lizzie felt dripping wet when she came out of the river,
but this moment began her dusty look, which was part of a similar
damage continuity plan as George, and also included burned areas
from rocket and missile impacts.

3 RALPH
Ralph was the most bizarre of the three monsters in the film. As
with George, the story required three different stages of his mutant
growth. Ralph was a bundle of different challenges, made apparent
from the concept art. His CRISPR-driven mutations came in the
form of wiry, elongated legs, bat-like ears, and porcupine quills
down his spine and tail that he could launch at adversaries like a
whip. The story also needed him to have a thick skin, as he spends
most of the film being fired upon by large caliber military weapons.
We needed him to be able to deflect most of that barrage to be
able to survive to the final showdown. As such, he also has rhino-
like skin and bony armour plating down his head and muzzle. A
distinctive trait of wolves is their snarl, which involves substantial
deformation of the muzzle. So the rigid skin needed to have soft
tissue in strategic places to facilitate this.

Like with George and Lizzie, Ralph takes on considerable dam-
age during the film. We needed to track and show the impact of
.50 caliber machine gun fire, high explosives which leave him visi-
bly burned, heavy dirt and dust accumulation and eventually, the
complete loss of his head in the jaws of Lizzie.

4 ENVIRONMENT
We were fortunate to have a wide selection of ground and aerial
plates to work with, but following a large destruction event towards
the end of the film, the resulting damage was so extreme that
a fully digital environment build of Chicago’s Federal Plaza was
warranted. This arena is where the film’s climactic final showdown
takes place and needed to be viewed from hundreds of different
dynamic camera angles. The buildings in and surrounding the plaza
were re-created as digital assets. We used 250 unique rubble and
set dressing assets and through instancing, created an enormous
debris field amounting to more than one million high resolution
pieces.

To this, heavy voluminous clouds of dust and ash were populated
at the composite stage using a mix of custom volumetric sims and
practical and digital library elements.
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